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A$250.00
70 Holt-White, Rashleigh. **THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF GILBERT WHITE OF SELBORNE.** Written and Edited by his Great-Grand-Nephew Rashleigh Holt-White. With pedigree, portraits, and illustrations. In two volumes. 2 vols., demy 8vo, First Edition; Vol. I, pp. xvi, 332(last blank); 5 very fine engraved portraits, 10 other plates, 2 illustrations; Vol. II, pp. [ii], x, 300; 5 very fine engraved portraits, 9 other plates including folding facsimile of last page of the Naturalist’s Journal, 4 illustrations, large folding genealogical table, index; original decorated cloth (spines a little darkened & slightly marked), top edges gilt, others uncut; (some occasional slight browning & a couple of very small marginal stains); a very good set; scarce. London; John Murray; 1901. #38438  A$165.00
White, Gilbert: **JOURNALS OF GILBERT WHITE.** Edited by Walter Johnson. Cr. 8vo; pp. xlii, 438(last 5 adv.); bibliography, notes, index; original stiff pictorial wrappers (spine faded); a very good copy. London & Sydney; Futura, Macdonald & Co; (1982). ***First published in 1931. #66304  A$20.00
72 Wigglesworth, V. B.  **THE LIFE OF INSECTS.**  The World Natural History. Editor: Richard Carrington. Associate Editors: Dr. L. Harrison Matthews, FRS, Professor J. Z. Young, FRS. Cr. 8vo; pp. 384 (last adv.); 16 coloured & 24 b/w. plates, 164 figures, appendix, glossary, bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers. New York; A Mentor Book, Published by the New American Library; (1968). #66305  

A$10.00
73 Wood, The Rev. J. G. **HOMES WITHOUT HANDS.** Being a description of the habitations of animals, classed according to their principle of construction. With new designs by W. F. Keyl, and E. Smith. Engraved by G. Pearson. Thick Demy 8vo, First Edition; pp. xvi, iv, 632, 24(inserted adv.); 21 full-page plates & 84 illustrations in text, all finely engraved, index; original cloth, gilt; (a tiny nick to spine; hinges reinforced; a moderate waterstain to lower portion of most plates and to a few text leaves); a very good copy; scarce. London; Longmans, Green, and Co.; 1866. #66297 **A$150.00**
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